
Antagosoft
We are known for two things: relationships and results.  

Clients stick with us because we deliver on our promises.



/01 Antagosoft designs complex web and 
mobile apps for startups, SMBs, and 
industrial facilities as a software 
development partner since 2010

13
years of delivering complex 
software projects

72
successfully completed 
projects

100%
processes adjusted  
to remote work

Trusted by $1m+ startups



/02 Featured services

Web design & development:

Frontend, backend, digital transformation, SaaS,  
high-load web systems, ERP, CRM, chatbots, landing

Mobile apps:

React Native, Flutter, MVP in 4 months, maintenance, 
tech consulting

UX/UI design:

Website & mobile app design, product discovery, 
proof of concept, dedicated designer

Dedicated team:

IT staff augmentation, battle-tested developers 
on demand

Solutions & expertise:

SaaS

CRM & ERP systems

TMS

EDMS

Chatbots

Electronic queue management systems



/03 Projects
Expect mature and polished processes, perfectly skilled 

developers, and transparent, fast communication.


Below you’ll find some highlighted works.



Overview & our role
Transportation management system for B2B cargo carriage. The 
platform includes several products and modules: a tender 
platform, electronic document management, transport 
geomonitoring, mobile applications for drivers and loaders, and a 
bunch of others.



The team of 12 included a PM, BA, UX/UI designer, QA engineers, 
a mobile developer, backend and frontend engineers. Scrum, 
obligatory code review, thorough task descriptions.

Key features
 Various trading procedures, including auctions, reductions, 

RFPs, and long-term contracts, for all users or a select group 
of carriers

 All documents (contracts, invoices, acts, orders, etc.) are 
generated automatically and signed using a digital signature

 The system automatically logs, collects, processes, and 
displays all the key data

 TMS mobile app allows managing the trips and ensures that 
dispatchers always receive precise and timely updates on the 
progress of trips.

Delivered value
TMS simplifies the whole transport operations to ensure 
reduced time spent on routine tasks and improve the accuracy 
of the supply chain

 10 times faster order creation time
 78% automation of routine logistics operations
 2x document exchange rate increased.

More about TMS

https://www.behance.net/gallery/163656531/Transportation-management-system-for-B2B-cargo-carriage


Immigration startup
Overview & our role
A B2C service that streamlines the U.S. visa application process. 
With OVR, users save both time and money for immigration 
lawyers. To date, solutions have been implemented to optimize 
the DS-160 form and ESTA application process.



The team of 9 includes a PM, BA, UX/UI designer, QA engineer, 
backend and frontend engineers. Scrum, obligatory code review, 
thorough task descriptions.

Key features
 Eligibility test to determine the chances of success
 Optimized and user-friendly DS-160 or ESTA form
 All documents, including forms, letters, contracts, and 

invoices, are generated automatically and signed using an 
electronic digital signature

 User flow optimization using different integrations: Google 
Maps for address suggestions, calendar event imports, 
Passport OCR for data scanning, etc.

Delivered value
A number of solutions in addition to artificial intelligence 
designed by experienced immigration attorneys drastically 
simplified the process of applying for a U.S. Visa

 70% time reduction for filling out the form
 2x less time takes to determine the chances of success
 85% the number of users' mistakes decreasing.

More about Immigration startup

Logo

LOGO

https://www.behance.net/gallery/163774717/Easy-solution-for-immigration-to-the-US


MaskSpace

Overview & our role
Short-form mobile video platform and masks-oriented social 
network. MaskSpace discovers a Venetian carnival on your 
phone with a philosophy centered around embracing uniqueness 
and encouraging deeper connections. 



Antagosoft offered expertise in business analysis, market 
research, web UX/UI design, SaaS development, maintenance, 
and visual identity design.

Key features
 AR masks transform your appearance in real time. Works like 

a charm
 Users can create TikTok-like videos with AR masks, 

enhanced effects, and music
 Swift notifications, stickers, gifts, and seamless messaging 

with your friends.

Key performance indicators of the app
 User retention rate — 53
 Average Engagement time — 18 min/da
 Stickiness — 27%

More about MaskSpace

https://www.behance.net/gallery/162726915/MaskSpace-Masks-oriented-social-network


Overview & our role
It’s an open collaboration platform connecting students and 
businesses for real-world projects, benefiting companies 
seeking cost-effective R&D and interns while empowering 
students to enhance their CVs and future job prospects.



Antagosoft offered expertise in market research, business 
analysis, visual identity, and web UX/UI design.

Key features
 The platform uses a reward system that relies on fair reviews 

from impartial professors to assess and reward student work
 Companies get real-time analytics and stats on their 

dashboard, giving them awesome insights into how projects 
are going

 Working together is super easy with the integrated chat and 
calendar features, making communication and project 
coordination a breeze.

Delivered value
Disso is called to bridge the gap between academia and 
industry. For now over 100 student-business partnerships are 
successfully facilitated and this number is continuously growing.

More about Disso

https://www.behance.net/gallery/166779693/Scaling-Academic-Innovations


LocoLogistics
Overview & our role
Management system for rail terminal. The ERP optimizes all 
systems of the rail terminal and provides real-time visibility and 
tracking of the entire delivery process for better monitoring and 
control.

The team of 7 included a PM, BA, UX/UI designer, QA engineer, 
backend and frontend engineers. Scrum, obligatory code review, 
thorough task descriptions.

Key features
 Our smart retrospective analysis looks back at data to make 

trains run better by spotting issues early, predicting 
maintenance, and planning services efficiently to keep things 
on track (literally)

 Imagine tracking everything in real-time, managing tasks, and 
getting it all done with a digital twin that connects to live 
sensor data. It's like having superpowers for full control

 A 3D environment that makes training operators 20-40% 
faster, reduces mistakes, and can even save money on 
surveillance staff.

Delivered value
 80% Improved visibility allows for quicker identification and 

resolution of issues and enables informed decision-making 
regarding the delivery process

 2.5x improved efficiency and reduce errors by automating 
manual processes.

More about LocoLogistics

https://www.behance.net/gallery/168747961/Rail-terminal-management-software


HealthHub
Overview & our role
HealthHub is a psychological counseling platform where users 
meet talented mental health professionals. Select the type of 
problem you've encountered and find a list of talented, highly-
rated advisors waiting to assist you. Get expert advice anytime, 
anywhere. Connect with your doctor via chat, video, or audio 
call. Get answers quickly and improve your health.



Antagosoft offered expertise in business analysis, market 
research, and UX/UI design and mobile development.

Key features
 An effortless search tool to help users easily access and 

connect with psychic advisors on a variety of topics and 
areas of expertise

 Chat, video & audio calls, and video recordings
 The matching tool helps you find perfect experts through 

reviews and ratings
 Adviser expertise validation.

Delivered value
According to the customers’ opinion, HealthHub is a great 
opportunity to take care of mental health without leaving home, 
at a convenient time and with the 24/7 support of professionals

 95% Satisfaction of users that participated in app usability 
testing

 “Better than the competitors” — the most common feedback 
from doctors.

More about HealthHub

https://www.behance.net/gallery/162730697/HealthHub-Psychological-Counseling-Platform


Overview & our role
A fitness app that leverages the power of machine learning. The 
app allows users to seamlessly pass complex and multistep 
physiotherapy programs. While using the app a user completes 
video lessons and records his performance on a camera. App 
algorithms analyze the performance using ML and provide 
feedback.



Antagosoft provided the client with a team of Mobile developers 
and offered expertise in UX/UI design

Key features
 Maximized workouts with AI-powered real-time personalized 

feedback combined with the expertise of a human trainer
 Hero scans and maps 33+ digital key points across your body 

for precise tracking and analysis
 Setting and monitoring personal goals using exclusive form 

score, reflecting the performance in each exercise during 
every session

 Ability to elevate home workouts by syncing Hero with a 
second screen and aligning the exercise routines with your 
preferred music.

Anticipated delivered value
 95% user satisfaction rate according to the results of 

usability testing
 10,000+ downloads expected in first month
 30% reduction in risk of injury by helping users maintain 

proper form and technique during exercises according to the 
trainers’ expert opinion.

More about Hero

https://www.gohero.io/


/04 Testimonials
We got powered after each collaboration

Linford Bacon

CEO & Co-Founder, 
ngenius.ai

“Antagosoft continues to 
impress us with their 
high-quality work and 
quick turnaround time. 
Flexible and collaborative, 
they lead regular 
meetings and are quick 
to adapt to the our tools 
and work style. Their 
exceptional performance 
has broadened the scope 
of the engagement.

ngenius.ai

Aaron Braich

Co-Founder, Toggled

“The prototype received 
positive feedback from 
the external stakeholders 
and is currently being 
used to seek investment. 
Antagosoft was always 
on time and was always 
friendly and productive. 
Their collaborative 
approach impressed the 
client.

Scott Wilson

Head of Product, AEI 
Music

“Antagosoft completed all 
deliverables within the 
agreed timeline. They 
provided and followed 
accurate estimations and 
maintained a smooth 
communication flow. 
Their ability to provide 
excellent resources with 
no hassle was 
commendable.

Ryan Fyfe

CEO, Humanity.com

“Antagosoft’s involvement 
has facilitated an 
increased ability to 
manage several internal 
projects simultaneously. 
Efficient, flexible, and 
responsive with a 
practical approach, the 
team scales quickly as 
necessary, integrates 
seamlessly with the in-
house team, and adapts 
well to ongoing changes.



/05 How we analyze & design
We're big believers in the power of human-centered design. Our way of doing things is 
all about really getting what users and businesses need, want, and how they behave. 
It's like creating solutions with a touch of understanding and impact.

user testing

Customer 
alignment 

requirement 
analysis & 
planning

empathize

prioritization ideate

updates

Prototyping & 
ui design

implementing 



/06 How we develop
We're all about agility and adaptability in our development process. 

Our focus? Delivering rock-solid solutions that perfectly match the unique needs of our 
clients.

/07

documentation

/08

production 
phase

/09

Deployment 
and Support

/01 

system 
architecture

/03

Technology 
Stack 
Selection 

/02

Component Selection 
and Sourcing  

/04

software 
development

/06

quality assurance

/05

Integration and 
Testing



Let’s get in touch

rheller@antagosoft.com

antagosoft.com

+38 099 6595022

LinkedIn

Russ Heller,  Business Development Manager

https://antagosoft.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ruslanheller

